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Abstract

Playtime in urban cities has become an indoor activity for children due to limited access to
natural outdoor environments. This product of urbanization makes the case for the introduction
of biophilic design. However, playrooms are often neglected as a possibility in designing a
natural space indoors. Interior designers and other specialists lack a reliable tool to identify and
incorporate biophilic features into the design of these indoor environments in urban settings. The
Biophilic Interior Design Matrix (BID-M) developed by McGee and Marshall-Baker quantifies
52 of Kellert’s biophilic design attributes to assess their presence and absence within interior
spaces. We expanded its use for playrooms in urban areas and coded images of 45 children’s
playrooms within New York City residential buildings, including assessing a larger sample and
reliability rate compared to McGee and Marshall-Baker’s research. Inter-rater reliability of the
overall design matrix and 52 items was measured with percent agreement and free-marginal
multirater kappa. Reliability testing showed overall good reliability of the overall design matrix
(κfree = 0.65). Further analysis of reliability of the individual design matrix items showed that 20
out of 52 matrix items have low reliability. Our findings seem to suggest that the BID-M needs
to be modified to better assess urban interior spaces for children.
Keywords: biophilia, biophilic design, Biophilic Interior Design Matrix, playroom, urban
setting, children, nature play, interior design
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Testing Reliability of Biophilic Design Matrix in Urban Residential Playrooms
Biophilia is a term used to describe the predisposition for the human species to be
affiliated with nature (Wilson, 1984). This idea is built upon key concepts of human evolution
and our use of the natural world for survival. With the rise of urbanization over 6,000 years ago,
there has been a mass migration of populations from rural to urban areas (Kellert & Calabrese,
2015). Yet, urban planning has not taken into consideration the biophysical environment which
the human brain evolved on for so many years (Leon, 2008). With 82% of the United States
population living in urban cities (United Nations, 2018), more people are separated from nature
(Turner, Nakamura, & Dinetti, 2004). The average person now spends at least 93% of their day
indoors (Klepeis et al., 2001). This disconnect from nature has led to a decrease in psychological
functioning (Bratman et al., 2015; Kuo & Sullivan, 2001). Decreased availability of natural
green spaces in urban areas is significantly correlated with higher prevalence in mental health
disorders such as depression and anxiety (de Vries et al., 2016). A recent study by the Barcelona
Institute for Global Health found that adults who were less exposed to natural spaces during their
childhood scored lower in mental health tests than those with higher exposure (Preuß et al.,
2019).
Less time spent outdoors is not only an adult problem. The setup of cosmopolitan
locations creates an obstacle for outdoor play in natural environments. Children on average are
now only spending four to seven minutes engaging in outdoor play, compared to seven and a half
hours spent indoors using technology (Rideout et al., 2010). Increased media usage indoors along
with low levels of active play are contributors to negative developmental outcomes such as
decreases in executive functioning (McHarg et al., 2020) negative mental health outcomes
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(Sackett, 2010), and increased risk for attention disorders. With this, the need for children to
experience the natural setting becomes crucial (Hand et al., 2017).
Biophilic design remedies our lost connection with the natural world to the proper design
of the built environment (Kellert et al., 2008). However, most research on biophilic design
focuses on adults (An et al., 2016; Hähn et al., 2020). Unlike adults, children experience the
natural environment primarily through outdoor play (White & Stoecklin, 2008). Active play in
the natural world during childhood fosters knowledge, cognitive growth, social-emotional
growth, and overall well-being (Chawla, 2007; Fjortoft, 2001; McCurdy et al., 2010).
Connecting children with nature aids in various developmental areas and creates an
understanding of the environment. In an influential study by Wells (2000), a pre- and post- move
longitudinal design was used to explore the relationship between “naturalness and
restorativeness” of the environment and cognitive functioning in low-income children. Families
were visited pre/post-move and children were assessed using the Attention Deficit Disorders
Evaluation Scale (ADDES). Relocation to areas with more greenery was found to improve
cognitive functioning in children. Similarly, Wells and Evans (2003) studied school-aged
children in a rural setting and found that the presence of nearby nature decreased their life stress.
Playrooms can be found in a variety of sites such as in houses, daycare facilities,
hospitals, libraries, and residential buildings. These spaces can be designed to provide an array of
engaging stimuli in its functional areas, visual imagery, and the texture of objects and surfaces
(McCoy & Evans, 2002). Recognizing the benefits of nature play, biophilic design can enhance
these elements in urban city playrooms and extend those same effects indoors (Kellert,
Heerwagen, & Mador, 2008). Thus, it is important for designers and urban planners to have a
reliable tool to identify and evaluate how such settings incorporate biophilic elements.
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Biophilic Interior Design and Benefits
The use of biophilic interior design creates a balance between humans and the need for
interaction with natural elements (Kayıhan, 2017). Kellert (2008) posited that biophilia can be
extended into the built environment. Biophilia can address the challenges posed by built
environments and the lack of a biophysical environment in interior spaces and apply varying
design strategies to incorporate multisensorial qualities (Kayıhan, 2017; Kellert & Calabrese,
2015). Designers can then overcome the challenges posed by unnatural built environments with
the use of a biophilic design (Kellert & Calabrese, 2015).
Introducing nature into a space goes beyond simply the placement of plants. To assist
designers and urban planners, Kellert (2008) identified six biophilic design elements, and within
them attributes that can be incorporated into a given space. The attributes in Table 1 fall under
six dimensions: (1) environmental features, (2) natural shapes and forms, (3) natural patterns and
processes, (4) light and space, (5) place-based relationships, and (6) human-nature relationships.
According to Kellert and Calabrese (2015), biophilic design possesses certain qualities that
enhance the built environment. It demands a recurrent and sustained engagement through its
restorative elements that advance health, fitness and wellbeing. Bringing biophilic elements into
the interior maintains our innate emotional attachment to places and settings by endorsing
positive interactions between people and nature. These qualities can create a prosperous
environment not only to better our quality of living but also develop a lasting respect towards
living systems.
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Table 1
Kellert’s (2008) Biophilic Design Elements and Attributes
Environmental features

Natural shapes and forms

Natural patterns and processes

Color
Water
Air
Plants
Animals
Natural materials
Views and vistas
Fire

Botanical motifs
Tree & columnar supports
Animal motifs
Shells & spirals
Egg, oval, and tubular
forms
Arches, vaults, and domes
Shapes resisting straight
lines
Simulation of natural
features/biomorphy
Geomorphology
Biomimicry

Sensory variability/
Information richness
Age, change, and the patina of
time
Central focal point
Patterned wholes
Bounded spaces
Transitional spaces
Linked series and chains
Integrations of parts to wholes
Complementary contrasts
Dynamic balance and tension
Fractals
Hierarchically organized ratios
and scales

Light and space

Place-based relationships

Human-nature relationships

Natural light
Filtered and diffused light
Light and shadow
Reflected light
Light pools
Warm light
Light as shape and form
Spaciousness
Spatial variability
Space as shape and form
Spatial harmony
Inside-outside space

Geographic connection to
place
Historic connection to place
Ecological connection to
place
Cultural connection to place
Indigenous materials
Landscape
orientation/landscape
features

Prospect and refuge
Order and complexity
Curiosity and enticement
Change and metamorphosis

Note: Listed are 52 attributes that were included within the BID-M out of Kellert’s proposed 72.
Exclusions were made from the BID-M if they did not pertain to interior attributes and were not
able to be analyzed through an image of a space.
The purpose and impact of biophilic design are based on the Attention Restoration
Theory (ART; Kaplan & Kaplan, 1989). ART suggests that nature has a restorative effect on our
attentional capacity. Built environments have distracting and cognitively taxing stimuli that
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require constant direct attention to inhibit, resulting in mental fatigue. On the other hand, nature
contains intriguing stimuli that require our unexacting attention. Nature is rich in the restoration
of cognitive processes that need our direct attention in everyday life, such as in individuals’
home, school, or workplace. Direct, indirect, or representational exposure to natural
environments activates bottom-up involuntary attention, allowing top-down directed-attention
abilities a chance to replenish (Kaplan & Kaplan, 1989; Kaplan, S., 1995).
Studies such as those conducted by Berto (2005), Berman et al. (2008), Bratman et al.
(2015), Ulrich et al. (1991), and Zijlema et al. (2018) further support nature’s restorative quality
by comparing the influence of natural environments versus urban environments on psychological
outcomes. Bratman et al. (2015) and Zijlema et al. (2018) conducted studies comparing direct
exposure to natural and urban environments. In comparing the effects of the two environments
on rumination, a maladaptive depressive behavior, and brain activity, Bratman et al. (2015) had
participants take a walk in a natural environment or urban environment. Participants who walked
through the natural environment reported lower levels of rumination and decreased activity in an
area of the brain implicated in the onset of mental health disorders. In surveying commuters’
routes and their mental health, Zijlema et al. (2018) found that those who regularly commuted
using a route in a natural environment reported having less stress and improved mental health
while commuters who walked down the urban path reported poorer mental health. Besides direct
exposure, representational nature exposure has the same restorative effect. Berto (2005)
investigated the influence of representational nature exposure on mental fatigue. After
performing a sustained attention test meant to cause mental fatigue, participants viewed
photographs of natural restorative environments, nonrestorative environments, or geometrical
patterns. Upon retesting, those who viewed photos of nature have improved performance on the
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sustained attention test. Berman et al. (2008) designed a similar study where participants who
observed images of nature scenes showed improvements in memory and attentional capacity than
those who observed images of an urban area. In a study by Ulrich et al. (1991), participants
watched a stressful film, and then afterwards were presented videotapes of urban scenes or
natural scenes. Using physiological measures, exposure to natural scenes showed faster and
fuller stress recovery than urban scenes.
Biophilic design extends ART into indoor environments (Kjellgren & Buhrkall, 2010),
with evidence found in institutions such as hospitals and the workplace. For hospital patients,
those who had contact with nature showed improved healing and recovery from their illnesses
and major surgical procedures (Kellert, 2008). A case study by Hähn et al. (2020) examined the
effects of introducing plants into an office space on self-reported health, well-being, and job
performance of 40 employees. Introduction of visible plants into the workplace positively
affected employee attention, creativity, and productivity, while their removal negatively affected
attention, productivity, work efficiency, and stress levels. An et al. (2016) surveyed employees to
investigate the effects of natural elements and access to natural light on employee health. Access
to natural light within the interior space was negatively correlated with depressed mood and
anxiety. The presence of direct, indirect, or representational natural elements in the workplace
were linked to improved job stress, depressed mood, and anxiety.
Restoration of cognitive functioning when exposed to nature is also evident in children.
Multiple studies conducted by Taylor and Kuo (2004, 2009, 2011) investigated the role of green
natural spaces in ameliorating attention deficit symptomology in children with ADHD. In 2009,
Taylor and Kuo examined causality of exposure to nature and improvement of ADHD symptoms
compared to exposure to urban settings. In a counterbalanced within-subjects experiment,
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children were given a 15-minute puzzle to complete in order to cause mental fatigue. After
completion of the puzzle, children completed guided walks in three environments one week apart
from another: one natural city park and two urban environments. Concentration was measured
through a standardized number repetition task called the Digit Span Backward following each
walk to test for attention deficit symptoms. Supported by ART, children performed better at DSB
after exposure to the natural setting. In the context of play, a national survey collected parentreported ADHD symptoms of children and their typical play setting. Reports suggest that
children display milder ADHD symptoms when their play activities were done in a green space
compared to children who normally played in outdoor and indoor built environments (Taylor &
Kuo, 2004, 2011). Given the expansive benefits that a connection with the natural environment
has to offer both indoors and outdoors, it is especially imperative to provide more opportunities
for children to be exposed to nature.
Children and the Natural Environment
In the human engineered world, children spend most of their time in front of a screen
with little to no time interacting with nature (McHarg et al., 2020). This can be interpreted as a
“nature deficit” that negatively affects children’s physical and emotional wellbeing (Louv,
2008). With no interaction with nature, children can be at risk of increased stress levels, blood
pressure, depression, sensory and attentional difficulties, and physical and emotional illnesses
(Woodward & Zari, 2018). Due to these possible complications, it is crucial that the exposure to
nature becomes an essential part of children’s development and learning process.
Chauhan (2018) described the importance of children’s interaction with nature by (1) the
development of interpersonal skills due to their emotional attachment and love for nature, (2) the
appealing aesthetics forms found in nature which improve children’s curiosity, creativity and
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exploration, (3) the enhancement of coping mechanisms towards feelings of anxiety and fearful
situations which facilitate children’s handling of challenges and adversity, and (4) the
encouragement of children’s cognitive skills such as language. Children’s interaction with nature
vastly improves attention and concentration, reasoning, observation skills, creativity, and wellbeing (Dowdell, Gray & Malone, 2011). In the study conducted by Dowdell et al. (2011), two
early childhood centers with opposing outdoor environments were observed with twelve
participants. The participants were observed over a twelve-week period where play behaviors
that coincide with social interactions were analyzed. With the data exploration of behaviors and
interactions, the most common types of behaviors across both centers were recorded. The two
most common types of play behaviors were imaginative activity and verbal interactions.
Findings suggested that natural environments support children’s imaginative play and the
development of a relationship with nature that offers itself as a place of learning (Dowdell et al.,
2011).
When children are exposed to natural environments, they show a greater increase in
sustained and selective attention, concentration, and perceived restorativeness than children who
are exposed to the built environment (Taylor & Kuo, 2009; Amicone et al., 2018). Even when
indoors, living in close proximity to natural environments is associated with children's improved
attentional capacity and concentration, self-discipline, increased capability of impulse inhibition,
and decreased life stress (Taylor et al., 2002; Wells, 2000; Wells & Evans, 2003). Flouri et al.
(2014) also found a connection between near-home nature and less hyperactivity in children,
which is related to a better emotional resilience and behavioral regulation.
Since designed environments are often used as learning tools for children where
exploration is the main goal, playtime can be an advantageous way to incorporate nature into the
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daily lives of children. Due to the inherent interaction of humans and nature, it is important that
child spaces are constructed to optimize children’s development (Park & Lee, 2019). With
biophilic design, children can then develop positive attitudes and coexist with nature (Park &
Lee, 2019). Outdoor activities provide children the opportunity to learn and develop social skills
(Greenfield, 2004). Nedovic (2013) studied children’s responses to natural features and reported
positive child responses including richer imaginative play, increased physical activity, more
focused play, and positive social interactions.
The term schoolyard greening refers to the changes being made to school environments
in order to implement a more natural space (Broda, 2007). Restoring a natural habitat includes
the planting of trees and vegetable gardens (Broda, 2007). This way of incorporating nature into
children’s learning environments, helps promote physical, social and cognitive health
simultaneously (Dyment & Bell, 2007). Research done by Davis (2010) on young children and
the environment suggests three components of nature learning: children being educated in an
environment which provides contact with the natural setting, the opportunity to have a direct and
hands-on learning experience about natural processes and acquire a sense of care for the
environment.
Outdoor Play and Cognition
Outdoor play spaces provide children with physical and natural benefits. It is an
important component of childhood development where the environment is learned, and the
senses are stimulated. The curiosity nature offers children is evident through exploration of the
surroundings and seeing new things. A study conducted by Woolley and Lowe (2013) analyzed
the value of play in the natural environment. Since play opportunities coincide with the natural
environment, Woolley and Lowe (2013) present how the elements found in nature offer value to
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outdoor play. The natural elements include landforms, vegetation, materials and moving/loose
parts (Woolley & Lowe, 2013). Within these four elements, play opportunities are apparent
through nature interactions. Landforms offer physical play through the adaptation of spatial
experiences, vegetation supplies educational values with the exposure to seasonal changes,
materials provide creative stimulation and moving/loose parts enhance imaginative play that
cater to children’s understanding of the environment (Woolley & Lowe, 2013). As such, the
relationship between nature and children does not stop here.
When children engage with the natural world, different areas of their development are
enhanced and stimulated. Cognitive development is one area that may often go unnoticed
through the experiences in nature. Piaget focused on how children construct their understanding
of the world through their active involvement and interactions. With this outlook, Piaget argued
that the cognitive benefits of outdoor play result from the incorporation of knowledge and skills
(Woolley & Lowe, 2013). Play spaces should improve children’s knowledge and experiences by
including shapes, sizes, numbers and moving parts (Woolley & Lowe, 2013). Cognitive
development in nature then serves as an educational model for children.
Playing in the natural environment builds a positive stimulus for cognitive skills in
children. Cognitive development involves thinking, problem solving skills and attention.
Children explore nature and play in a direct and indirect way (Mustapa, Maliki & Hamzah,
2015). When children interact with the natural environment, their senses become stimulated and
in turn further develop their cognitive skills (Mustapa et al., 2015). Children also encounter
concept development by experiencing mass, volume and changes in nature (Stone, 2005).
Indirect exposure to nature can also encourage cognitive development. By simply providing
children with greater views of trees outside the classroom, the results amount to high academic
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scores, high graduation rates and low involvement in immoral activities (Matsuoka, 2010). This
direct and indirect way of exposing children to nature creates an inclusion of outdoor play
through exploratory adventures.
Nature in Indoor Play Areas
While the developmental benefits of outdoor nature play are innumerable, research
examining the inclusion of nature in interior play areas has been greatly limited. Because an
emphasis is based on the importance of outdoor play for experiencing nature, the design of
indoor spaces is given less consideration as potential “natural spaces.” When enhanced by
biophilic design, interior spaces elicit similar positive psychological effects as natural outdoor
spaces (Kjellgren & Buhrkall, 2010). Thus, children’s playrooms can become an analog of a
natural outdoor play space through nature inclusion.
Swank and Shin (2015) conducted three case studies introducing natural materials into
nature-based playrooms. Three children were observed for the benefits of nature-based play
therapy. The rationale for nature-based play therapy is to take an ecological approach to
counseling by introducing features of nature and having natural materials as toys to restore
psychological functioning. The three case studies of children with varying behavioral issues such
as disruptive behavior and ADHD showed that nature-based play therapy contributed to
displayed significant improvement in behavior. For the child with disruptive behavior, the
natural playroom contained many opportunities for exploration, imaginative play, and practicing
coping skills. One of the children with ADHD expressed excitement in exploring their natural
indoor environment and more decision-making confidence. The other child with ADHD showed
improvements in reducing negative attention-seeking behavior. They found natural features in
the room that promoted their problem-solving, storytelling, and creativity. From a therapeutic
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perspective, playrooms are optimal environments for combining play-therapy and biophilia to the
child’s benefit.
Weinberger et al. (2019) surveyed child life specialists at a hospital to evaluate which
elements within hospital playrooms are of importance to children. Results showed that biophilic
elements within these playrooms had high value among specialists. Elements of interest within
these playrooms due to their influence on health outcomes and play include the presence of
windows, access to natural light, natural colors, spaciousness, and nature-themed designs.
Present research about nature in indoor playrooms has primarily examined playrooms in
institutions. Furthermore, they do not consider the type of city setting in which these playrooms
are situated. In urban settings where shared playrooms in residential buildings are more
abundant, no study has quantified and assessed biophilic design within these spaces. Because
children in urban cities spend more time indoors rather than natural outdoor spaces, their play
areas indoors deserve more consideration. To aid in the biophilic design of these spaces, a
reliable tool is also necessary to assess what specific natural elements are present or absent and,
with their inclusion, can enhance an interior space.
The Biophilic Interior Design Matrix
Relatively little research has been done to develop a reliable coding system to identify
biophilic attributes in different indoor settings. To fill this gap, McGee and Marshall-Baker
developed the Biophilic Interior Design Matrix (BID-M, 2012) to aid designers and other
specialists in quantifying biophilic features in interior spaces. The matrix was created as a tool to
identify biophilic features and assess the integration of those features into the built environment.
Based on Kellert’s (2008) research, the matrix consists of 52 biophilic attributes categorized
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under six biophilic design elements. 52 total attributes are used out of Kellert’s 70 attributes,
with the exclusions being due to the inability to analyze them visually.
However, the initial testing of the BID-M coding system included a small sample in both
total sample and reliability testing. Additionally, the type of reliability statistic was not given in
their study. Given the limitations of the study, additional research quantifying and assessing
reliability of the BID-M is necessary. This way, the usage of the matrix can be amplified for the
evaluation of biophilic interior design in other settings.
The current study aimed to build on McGee and Marshall-Baker’s (2012) study by
evaluating the reliability of the BID-M for its use in children’s playrooms in urban residential
buildings. To do so, we assessed a larger sample of playrooms compared to the original study for
inter-rater reliability of the biophilic design matrix and its 52 attributes within the measure.
Method
Sampling Method
We conducted a systematic search of residential buildings in Manhattan with playrooms
designated for children. Building searches were conducted through both in-person address
collection and online map searches in the form of a grid of the east side of Manhattan. In-person
searches involved the researchers walking down streets and taking down addresses. Map
searches online involved the same grid search, moving block by block down through an online
map within our search radius and collecting addresses of residential buildings. After address
collection, we conducted a follow-up search to determine if the residential buildings offered a
playroom area through locating an existing website listing the building's amenities. Multiple
websites were searched if initial web searches were not clear regarding the building’s amenities.
All buildings with a playroom as an amenity in our search area were put into a master list of
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playrooms. If a building met the criterion of having a playroom as a listed amenity, photographs
of the playroom needed to be available online to be included in the finalized list. For some
playrooms, multiple online images of the same playroom were available. All available images
were collected to be used for coding (see Appendix D).
Figure 1
Example of Multiple Images Collected for Playroom Coding

Note. Images retrieved from Altman, J. S. (Photographer). (2009, October 2). [digital image].
Retrieved from https://www.nytimes.com/2009/10/04/realestate/04playroom.html
Our original search radius was across three avenues (York Avenue to Second Avenue)
and within 38 street blocks (68th Street to 30th Street). However, a large number of buildings in
our master list with playrooms as an amenity had no photos available online. Due to inclusion
criteria of needing to have an image of the playroom available online to be included in the
finalized sample, approximately 25 buildings were not used. To reach our target number of
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playrooms, our search area needed to be expanded. The locations of the playrooms range from
south to north from 22nd Street to 86th Street (64 street blocks), and east to west from York
Avenue to Fifth Avenue (eight avenues). Our final sample consisted of 45 playrooms with digital
images. Appendix A displays a map of Manhattan with the locations of all playrooms and
Appendix B contains a list of playrooms used with building addresses. Playrooms were assigned
numbers after being sorted by ascending order of street number and building address, starting
south to north from 22nd Street to 86th Street. Because some indoor and outdoor systematic
search processes took place at a later time than others, we numbered playrooms based on map
location from south to north for organization. Additionally, sorting addresses in this way allowed
us to see trends in biophilic interior design matrix scoring based on location.
Measures
The Biophilic Interior Design Matrix
The original BID-M (McGee & Marshall-Baker, 2012) included a quantitative element of
scoring playrooms based on presence or absence of an attribute and a photo-ethnographic
component to describe the presence of each attribute both verbally and photographically. Our
adaptation of the BID-M solely focuses on the quantitative component. Using the BID-M
protocol and all images of the space, playrooms were scored from 0 to 52 for biophilic design
attributes in the room. The attributes and element categorization used for the matrix are based on
those by Kellert (2008). Refer to Appendix C for a blank version of the entire design matrix.
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Figure 2
Sample of BID-M Section
Biophilic Attribute

Place an X
if present

Environmental features
1

Color
Any type of color

2

Water
Any type of water

3

Air
Natural ventilation

4

Plants
Actual plants in any form (alive or once alive)

5

Animals
Actual animals in any form (alive or once alive)

6

Natural materials
Not artificially made and coming from the environment, e.g. wood, stone, metal, and paper

7

Views and vista
Exterior views of natural features such as vegetation

8

Fire
Providing comfort and civilization when controlled with color, warmth, and movement

Note. Adapted from McGee & Marshall-Baker (2012).
One point was received if an attribute was present, and no points were received if an
attribute was absent. A higher score indicated the presence of many biophilic design attributes in
the room, whereas a low score indicated that many attributes were absent in the room. For data
analysis, present attributes were coded as a 1 and attributes that were absent were coded as a 0.
For each playroom, a mean score was calculated across four raters. The raters were three
undergraduate psychology students and the researcher, all with no background in interior design
or architecture.
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Inter-Rater Reliability
To measure reliability across four raters of the overall design matrix and the 52 matrix
items, we calculated percent agreement and Randolph’s free-marginal multirater kappa
(Randolph, 2005). This kappa statistic is suitable for our study design as there is no a priori
determination how many matrix items are distributed into the categories of presence or absence
for each coded playroom.
Two initial rounds of reliability testing were conducted for raters to gain familiarity with
the matrix. Each round of reliability testing consisted of six different playrooms with 12
playrooms total. All playrooms were independently coded using the matrix by all four raters.
Discussions about coding disagreements and clarity of definitions were had after each
assessment before analyzing the larger reliability sample of 33 playrooms. The two rounds of
reliability testing of the overall design matrix had a kappa = 0.60, (80.13%) and kappa = 0.64
(81.94%), respectively. Regarding the strength of kappa, between 0.41 to 0.60 is moderate
agreement, 0.61 to 0.80 is good agreement, and 0.81 to 1.00 is excellent agreement (Landis &
Koch, 1977). Inter-rater reliability of the overall design matrix and individual items within the
matrix was calculated for the remaining 33 playrooms out of our 45-room sample.
Results
Mean Design Matrix Scores
Figure 3 presents a histogram of the mean matrix scores for the larger reliability sample
of 33 playrooms. The average of all total BID-M scores in our sample was 16.015 out of 52 (SD
= 5.25). The range of scores was 20.75, with the lowest score being 8.75 out of 52 and the
highest score being 29.50 out of 52. The data is moderately skewed left due to the majority of the
matrix scores falling below the mean of 16.015.
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Figure 3
Histogram of Mean Matrix Scores of 33 Playrooms
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Note. Skewness = 0.838.
Inter-rater Reliability of Overall Design Matrix and Matrix Items
Percent agreement and free-marginal multirater kappa (κfree) were calculated using our
larger reliability sample of 33 playrooms to measure the reliability of the overall design matrix as
well as the 52 biophilic design attributes within the matrix.
Table 2
Inter-rater Reliability of Matrix Items
κfree

Percent
Agreement (%)

95% CI

Color

1.00

100.0

[1.00, 1.00]

Water

0.84

91.9

[0.70, 0.97]

Air

0.54

76.8

[0.34, 0.73]

Plants

0.94

97.0

[0.86, 1.00]

Animals

0.88

93.9

[0.77, 0.99]

Natural materials

0.74

86.9

[0.57, 0.90]

Views & vistas

0.87

93.4

[0.74, 0.99]

Fire

1.00

100.0

[1.00, 1.00]

Biophilic Attributes
Environmental features
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Natural shapes and forms
Botanical motifs

0.61

80.3

[0.42, 0.79]

Tree & columnar supports

0.44

72.2

[0.25, 0.63]

Animal motifs

0.68

83.8

[0.51, 0.85]

Shells & spirals

0.53

76.3

[0.34, 0.71]

Egg, oval, and tubular forms

0.20

60.1

[0.03, 0.38]

Arches, vaults, and domes

0.37

70.7

[0.18, 056]

Shapes resisting straight lines
Simulation of natural
features/biomorphy
Geomorphology

0.10
0.37

55.1
68.7

[-0.02, 0.22]
[0.18, 0.56]

0.85

92.4

[0.72, 0.97]

Biomimicry

0.65

82.3

[0.47, 0.82]

0.46

73.2

[0.28, 0.65]

0.97

98.5

[0.91, 1.00]

0.66

82.8

[0.49, 0.83]

Patterned wholes

0.57

78.3

[0.38, 0.76]

Bounded spaces

0.49

74.8

[0.30, 0.69]

Transitional spaces

0.78

88.9

[0.63, 0.93]

Linked series and chains

0.77

88.4

[0.61, 0.92]

Integrations of parts to wholes

0.51

75.3

[0.31, 0.70]

Complementary contrasts

0.56

77.8

[0.37, 0.74]

Dynamic balance and tension

0.72

85.9

[0.56, 0.88]

0.59
0.94

79.3
97.0

[0.41, 0.77]
[0.86, 1.00]

Natural light

0.63

81.3

[0.45, 0.80]

Filtered and diffused light

0.91

95.4

[0.81, 1.00]

Light and shadow

0.29

64.7

[0.12, 0.47]

Reflected light

0.25

62.6

[0.08, 0.43]

Light pools

0.91

95.5

[0.81, 1.00]

Warm light

0.66

82.8

[0.47, 0.84]

Light as shape and form

0.78

88.9

[0.63, 0.93]

Natural patterns and processes
Sensory variability/Information
richness
Age, change, and the patina of
time
Central focal point

Fractals
Hierarchically organized ratios
and scales
Light and space
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Spaciousness

0.73

86.4

[0.57, 0.88]

Spatial variability

0.60

79.8

[0.41, 0.78]

Space as shape and form

0.60

79.8

[0.42, 0.77]

Spatial harmony

0.36

68.2

[0.18, 0.54]

Inside-outside space

0.97

98.5

[0.91, 1.00]

Geographic connection to place

0.40

70.2

[0.21, 0.60]

Historic connection to place

0.85

92.4

[0.72, 0.97]

Ecological connection to place

0.54

76.8

[0.34, 0.73]

Cultural connection to place

0.71

85.4

[0.54, 0.87]

1.00
0.62

100.0
80.8

[1.00, 1.00]
[0.44, 0.79]

Prospect AND refuge

0.86

92.9

[0.73, 0.99]

Order AND complexity

0.63

81.3

[0.45, 0.80]

Curiosity AND enticement

0.16

58.1

[-0.01, 0.33]

Change AND metamorphosis

0.79

89.4

[0.65, 0.93]

Place-based relationships

Indigenous materials
Landscape orientation/landscape
features
Human-nature relationships

Total Agreement

0.65
82.5
Note. Attributes with kappa values greater than or equal to 0.61 are in boldface.

[0.59, 0.72]

As shown in Table 2, results of inter-rater reliability testing showed that the overall
design matrix showed good agreement with a kappa of 0.65 and an average percent agreement of
82.5%. Using a two-sided 95% confidence interval, multirater kappa showed that there was good
agreement across the raters’ matrix scores, κfree = 0.65 (SE = 0.18), 95% CI [0.59, 0.72], with an
average percent agreement of 82.5%. Table 2 presents 32 out of 52 items within the design
matrix that had an acceptable kappa value of 0.61 in boldface. 20 items (38.5%) yielded kappa
values below 0.61. All six elements contained at least one item with low reliability (κfree < 0.61).
The items with low reliability were: air (κfree = 0.54), tree & columnar supports (κfree = 0.44),
shells & spirals (κfree = 0.53), egg, oval & tubular forms (κfree = 0.20), arches, vaults, and domes
(κfree = 0.37), shapes resisting straight lines (κfree = 0.10), simulation of natural
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features/biomorphy (κfree = 0.37), sensory variability/information richness (κfree= 0.46), patterned
wholes (κfree = 0.57), bounded spaces (κfree = 0.49), integration of parts to wholes (κfree = 0.51),
complementary contrasts (κfree = 0.56), fractals (κfree = 0.59), light and shadow (0.29), reflected
light (κfree = 0.25), spatial variability (κfree = 0.60), space as shape and form (κfree = 0.60), spatial
harmony (κfree = 0.36), geographic connection to place (κfree = 0.40), ecological connection to
place (κfree = 0.54), and curiosity and enticement (κfree = 0.16). As for the elements that held the
majority of the 20 items with low reliability, items within “natural shapes and forms” accounted
for 6 out of 20 items (30%) and items within “natural patterns and processes” accounted for 6 out
of 20 items (30%).
Discussion
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the reliability of the BID-M developed by
McGee and Marshall-Baker (2012) for its applicability to urban residential playrooms. Of note,
no study has evaluated the measure in playrooms outside of institutional buildings or for its
suitability in urban interior spaces. In order to assess the biophilic quality in urban residential
playrooms, a reliable measure that identifies and quantifies biophilic design features in these
spaces is needed. To expand from the original study, we included a larger sample of rooms to
assess along with a larger reliability sample in order to adequately evaluate the biophilic design
matrix. We additionally assessed playrooms designated for a more general population of children
as the original study tested the BID-M in hospital playrooms. Inter-rater reliability was presented
for the BID-M in its totality as well as for all 52 individual attributes within the matrix.
The overall average BID-M score of our sample of 33 urban residential playrooms was
16.015 out of 52, with a majority of scores falling below the mean (see Figure 3). This is a lower
average BID-M score compared to the average score of 21.5 for hospital playrooms in the
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original study (McGee & Marshall-Baker, 2012). McGee and Marshall-Baker (2012) reported a
score range of 25 compared to a range of 20.75 in the current study. However, the lowest score
received for their sample of hospital playrooms was 14 and the highest score was 39. In the
current study, the lowest score in our sample of urban playrooms was 8.75 and the highest being
29.5. Overall, urban playrooms scored lower on the BID-M than hospital playrooms. Even
though the results of inter-rater reliability testing of the overall design matrix in our study
showed good agreement with a kappa of 0.65 and average percent agreement of 82.5%, 20 out of
52 biophilic interior design attributes (see Table 2) still did not reach an acceptable kappa value
of at least 0.61. A possible explanation for many scores falling below the sample mean, and low
inter-rater reliability of matrix attributes might be that the original BID-M (McGee & MarshallBaker, 2012) was not designed to quantify biophilic features in urban spaces for children. There
seems to be the need to modify the coding system to remove or clarify items that reached lower
reliability depending on both their suitability in children’s playrooms and their feasibility in
urban interior spaces.
Another reason for low reliability of attributes may be the varying complexity of the
coding system. A combination of more visually objective attributes (e.g., air; tree & columnar
supports; shells & spirals; egg, oval & tubular forms; arches, vaults, and domes; shapes resisting
straight lines; simulation of natural features/biomorphy; patterned wholes; bounded spaces;
integration of parts to wholes, complementary contrasts; fractals; light and shadow; reflective
light) and subjective attributes (e.g., sensory variability, spatial variability; space as shape and
form; spatial harmony; geographic connection to place; ecological connection to place; curiosity
and enticement) yielded low reliability. Although these visually objective and subjective
attributes are categorically different, both were challenging to conceptualize within playrooms.
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This was due to the lack of operational definitions or visual references for how these features
found in nature translate to interior spaces. All four raters in the present study do not have a
background in interior design or architecture unlike the raters in McGee and Marshall-Baker’s
(2012) study. Solely relying on the verbal description of attributes allowed room for subjective
interpretation of what the presence of these attributes in the built environment looks like. For
example, discrepancies lied in whether the presence of arches should be coded for if it was not
present in a natural semi-circle shape, i.e. not counting closed or rectangular arches.
Additionally, varying perception of a photograph allows for disagreements. Shapes resisting
straight lines had a discrepancy of if more sinuous and flowing lines should only be counted, or
if arches as well as circles should be coded. Disagreements in coding light and shadow and
reflected light may be attributed to the degree of their presence.
Figure 4
Image of Playroom 22

Note. This space has primarily white and gray walls along with neutral tones; however, the low
degree of color allows it to be coded in the BID-M.
We further looked into attributes that showed consistently high agreement as to why that
may be the case. Of the 52 BID-M attributes, those were color, water, plants, animals, natural
materials, views & vistas, fire, animal motifs, and age, change, & the patina of time,
hierarchically organized ratios and scales, spaciousness, and prospect & refuge. For the attributes
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within environmental features (color; water; plants; animals; natural materials; views & vistas;
and fire), this finding is unsurprising because the definitions of these attributes and their
presentation in urban interior spaces is well-defined in existing research (An et al., 2016;
Woolley & Lowe, 2013). On the other hand, high agreement in some attributes can be attributed
to flaws within the coding system. For color, the definition in the BID-M is: “any type of color”
present in the room (see Appendix C). Due to this classification, color as an attribute was
counted for every single playroom, even in rooms with primarily black, white, and gray colors
and small objects with color (see Figure 4). The color palette of nature, one that primarily
focuses on green tones and colors of natural landscapes, has a significant influence on our
connection to natural environments and on the restorative quality of nature (Browning, Ryan, &
Clancy, 2014). If the degree of the presence of colors and tones primarily found in nature were
the attribute criteria, different results may emerge in future uses of the coding system.
Furthermore, we found that in the context of urban residential buildings, some attributes
had 100% percent agreement simply because they were all noted as absent in all 45 playrooms
(animals alive or once alive; plants alive or once alive; fire; indigenous materials; age, change,
and the patina of time; hierarchically organized ratios and scales). While plants and vegetation
are found to be important natural inclusions to biophilic spaces and to nature play (An et al.,
2016; Hähn et al., 2020; Woolley & Lowe, 2013), features such as alive or once alive animals,
fireplaces, and actively aging natural materials may not be feasible to include in an interior space
in urban contexts or in playrooms. Therefore, the absence of these attributes may indicate that
they do not apply fully to urban interior spaces, particularly children’s playrooms.
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Figure 5
Image of Playroom 7

Note. A playroom with an outside view of other buildings, and wallpaper containing stylized
iconic New York City buildings. Retrieved from
https://www.theanthemny.com/home_page_boxs/box-2/
One of Kellert’s (2008) biophilic elements that we suggest for modification to be better
applicable to urban interior spaces is place-based relationships. Discussing the connection-toplace attributes (geographic connection to place, historic connection to place, ecological
connection to place, and cultural connection to place) highlighted confusion with these codes in
the context of an urban city. Disagreements initially lied in what that “place” is: New York City
and its landscape (e.g., views or murals of miscellaneous buildings and depictions of iconic
buildings, see Figure 5), or natural environments. All raters initially came to agreement to code
based on the setting in which the building is situated: an urban city. However, upon reflection,
“placed-based relationships” are not supported by existing research when the “place” in which
the interior space is built is inherently not biophilic. Multiple studies support that stimuli in urban
environments are more cognitively taxing than natural environments (Berman et al., 2008; Berto,
2005; Bratman et al., 2015, Ulrich et al., 1991; Zijlema et al., 2018). The findings of PreuB et al.
(2019) that mental health outcomes are worse for adults who had less exposure to natural
environments as children suggest that these features do not positively influence child
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development. Additionally, Russ et al. (2015) posited that development of a “connection to
place” with the urban environment is more properly cultivated through direct exposure outdoors.
This suggests that these place-based relationships cannot be fostered within the interior at all.
Therefore, introducing attributes related to visual stimuli of the urban built environment into the
space does not seem to be a contributor to biophilic quality. A coding system that takes into
account the urban context would need to modify this element and its attributes to specifically
assess the presence of connection to natural environments.
Overall, descriptions of attributes should be supported by examples of how they can be
found in playrooms and why they are beneficial in the context of nature play. Similar to Kellert’s
biophilic design attributes, Woolley and Lowe (2013) identified that features such as landforms
and natural materials provide ample play opportunities in natural environments. Sensory
variability provided by differing surface materials and texture along with variability in trees and
plants provide sensory stimulation that encourages interaction with nature. With regards to
spatial design, spatial variability, spaciousness, and spaces with boundaries are identified as
structural features that allow for exploration and free movement during play (Park & Lee, 2019;
Woolley & Lowe, 2013). Besides open spaces, children benefit from places of refuge in the form
of hiding places both for play purposes and for a sense of security (Park & Lee, 2019). Existing
research relevant to the demographic that is engaging with these playrooms can allow for more
consistent coding of attributes.
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Limitations
Figure 6
Playrooms Differing in Image Quality

a)

b)
Note. a) displays Playroom 1. These images were of particularly high quality. b) displays
Playroom 18. These images were of low quality.
A noted limitation is that we did not photograph these spaces ourselves nor did we
physically observe them. Online images of these rooms do not provide a full view of what the
room in its entirety looks like. Additionally, photographs can be angled, rendered, and edited in
ways that overly enhance the image quality or diminish it (see Figure 6). Attributes related to
light and space may also be affected by the use of online images depending on the quality and
angle of the image. Another example of limitations due to photograph quality is for the attribute
of air, which yielded low reliability across the four raters. To code for “air,” operable windows
needed to be present in the room. Photographs needed to be carefully observed for signs of an
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operable window such as latches. Because of varying image quality and angles of the
photograph, certain features were missed by some raters, causing inconsistent coding. The nature
of the online images collected influences matrix scoring in that attributes in one image were not
present in another image of the space. Extensive web searches were conducted so that all
available images of a playroom could be collected.
Another limitation is the use of a binary quantitative measure. While we used the BID-M
as is, coding playrooms only based on presence and absence is not the robust method of
assessing biophilic design. Discussions regarding coding disagreements emphasized that some
raters may not have coded for an attribute to do it being small or indiscernible that it should not
be coded (e.g., a very small toy containing a spiral would have the “shells & spirals” attribute
coded as present; a singular area where the width of the room varies having the “spatial
variability” or “space as shape and form” attributes be coded as present). Figure 6 displays a wall
in reference to this discrepancy. Future modifications of the BID-M for use in urban playrooms
call for a Likert scale quantitative measure of each attribute. With more rating possibilities,
future reliability assessment may prove to be more meaningful, as there is more strength in two
raters both coding an attribute as a 4 on a 5-point Likert scale versus simply presence and
absence.
Conclusion
There is irrefutable evidence that nature play provides profound benefits on children’s
cognition and mental restoration. Biophilic design within playrooms can remedy the “nature
deficit” in children growing up in urban communities with limited outdoor green space (Louv,
2008). Our study contributes to the limited research regarding nature in playrooms and the
assessment biophilic quality within these interior spaces. The findings of current study
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emphasize the gap present in current research for a reliable and comprehensive instrument to
identify and assess biophilia in children’s playrooms in urban cities. While McGee and MarshallBaker’s (2012, 2015) work in developing this matrix provided a foundation for a reliable
protocol assessing biophilic design, it had not been tested in other types of settings. Additionally,
its limitations of a small sample, small reliability sample, and no acknowledgement of the
reliability statistic reported called for expansion and improvement of the matrix. Compared to the
original study’s assessment of 24 playrooms in the total sample with 4 playrooms in their
reliability sample, we strengthened our reliability sample with 45 total playrooms assessed. We
also measured reliability by calculating a free-marginal multirater kappa, a more robust
reliability statistic compared to the original study in order to provide more meaningful results
(Randolph, 2005).
While most of Kellert’s (2008) biophilic design attributes and overarching elements have
empirical support, the low reliability in a number of attributes allow room for modifications to be
made to the BID-M. Some attributes in the matrix would benefit from clarifications of the
concepts that are rather abstract and not easily applicable to interior design. Thus, more examples
of their presentations in research are necessary for their identification in interior spaces. These
attributes are worth clarifying and keeping in a modified coding system due to their supported
importance in fostering biophilia (An et al., 2016; Berto 2005; Kjellgren & Buhrkall, 2010; Park
& Lee, 2019).
These proposed matrix modifications open new avenues for a coding system designated
for interior play spaces in urban contexts, one that takes into account how children in cities
experience nature differently. Because of the deficit in natural outdoor spaces in these cities,
children are not adequately getting the necessary exposure to nature needed for healthy
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development (Louv, 2008). To assess the biophilic properties of a playroom fit for urban
children, certain biophilic attributes present in an outdoor environment that are conducive to
nature play and development should be considered.
Existing research can supplement the BID-M to develop a biophilic interior design
checklist for attributes conducive to nature play in urban interior spaces. This would allow for
easier identification and assessment of biophilic features of playrooms that may transform them
into a natural environment with opportunities for exploration, visual stimulation, and cognitive
development. Future studies may also use this refined measure to investigate the effects of
varying biophilic design quality of playrooms on various aspects of cognitive development in
children. Not only interior designers and urban planners, but parents and caregivers in urban
settings can use this measure to design a playroom in a practical way that still provides the
restorative effect that nature offers. Goals for this tool are that it should (1) apply to interior
spaces in urban contexts, (2) take into account current research regarding how children
experience the natural environment through play, and (3) have increased usability across users of
different knowledge backgrounds.
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Appendix A

MAP OF PLAYROOM LOCATIONS

Google (n.d.). [Playroom Locations in Manhattan]. Retrieved April 3, 2020 from
https://goo.gl/maps/wdMUjEQ6nDKk8oEe6
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Appendix B

LIST OF PLAYROOMS WITH ADDRESSES
1
2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16

121 E 22nd Street, New York, NY 10010
https://www.121e22nd.com
23 E 22nd Street, New York, NY 10010
http://www.the-gorod.com/one-madison-park-listers-haven/
Madison Square Park Tower
45 E 22nd Street, New York, NY 10010
https://madisonsquareparktower.com/condominiums-with-amenities
Prism at Park Avenue South
50 E 28th Street, New York, NY 10016
https://www.equityapartments.com/new-york-city/nomad/prism-at-park-avenue-south-apartments
Sky House
11 E 29th Street, New York, NY 10016
https://brownstonebrooklyn.evrealestate.com/ListingDetails/11-East-29th-Street-24-C-New-York-NY10016/OLRS-1846706
The Future Condominium
200 E 32nd Street, New York, NY 10016
https://streeteasy.com/building/the-future-condominium
The Anthem
222 E 34th Street, New York, NY 10016
https://www.theanthemny.com/home_page_boxs/box-2/
View 34
401 E 34th Street, New York, NY 10016
https://www.linecity.com/listing/1106414/View-34-401-East-34th-Street-Murray-Hill-Manhattan-NY-Rent
Murray Hill Mews
160 E 38th Street, New York, NY 10016
https://carinigroup.com/murray-hill/coop-for-sale/160-east-38th-street-17g/895734/RLS
The Corinthian
330 E 38th Street, New York, NY 10016
https://propertyclub.nyc/building/the-corinthian
HOUSE39
225 E 39th Street, New York, NY 10016
https://house39.com/amenities
https://www.calibernyc.com/buildings/225-east-39th-street-house39/apartment/5654
Paramount Tower
240 E 39th Street, New York, NY 10016
https://www.glenwoodnyc.com/properties/midtown-east/paramount-tower/
Murray Hill Tower Apartments
245 E 40th Street, New York, NY 10016
https://www.equityapartments.com/new-york-city/gramercy-park-murray-hill/murray-hill-tower-apartments
The Highpoint
250 E 40th Street, New York, NY 10016
https://www.bambergergroup.com/the-highpoint
The Belmont
320 E 46th Street, New York, NY 10017
https://www.glenwoodnyc.com/properties/midtown-east/the-belmont/
50 United Nations Plaza
345 E 46th Street, New York, NY 10017
https://50unp.com/amenities/
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22
24
25
26

Dag Hammarskjold Tower
240 E 47th Street, New York, NY 10017
http://dagcondo.com/about
Sutton House
415 E 52nd Street, New York, NY 10022
https://www.halstead.com/sale/ny/manhattan/midtown-east/415-east-52nd-street/coop/19712829
The Veneto
250 E 53rd Street, New York, NY 10022
https://streeteasy.com/building/the-veneto
Oriana
420 E 54th Street., New York, NY 10022
https://streeteasy.com/building/oriana-at-river-tower
The Bristol
333 E 56th Street, New York, NY 10022
https://www.transparentcity.co/buildings/833-the-bristol
252 E 57th Street, New York, NY 10022
https://252e57.com/
Stonehenge 57
400 E 57th Street, New York, NY 10022
https://www.stonehengenyc.com/buildings/stonehenge-57

27

Le Triomphe
245 E 58th Street, New York, NY 10022
https://letriompheapts.com/amenities

28

Bridge Tower Place
401 E 60th Street, New York, NY 10065
https://streeteasy.com/building/bridge-tower-place

29

The Savoy
200 E 61st Street, New York, NY 10065
https://www.nynesting.com/building/savoy

31

200 E 62nd Street, New York, NY 10065
http://www.200e62ny.com/amenities

33

Sutton Terrace
430 E 63rd Street, New York, NY 10065
https://housing.weill.cornell.edu/our-buildings/sutton-terrace

35

The Concorde
220 E 65th Street, New York, NY 10065
https://www.modernspacesnyc.com/listing/220-east-65th-street-unit-20g/

36

Manhattan House
200 E 66th Street, New York, NY 10065
https://streeteasy.com/property/1171469-manhattan-house-d1606
https://www.nytimes.com/2009/10/04/realestate/04playroom.html

37

The Laurel
400 E 67th Street, New York, NY 10065
https://streeteasy.com/building/the-laurel/15c

38

315 E 68th Street, New York, NY 10065
https://streeteasy.com/property/1609132-315-east-68-street-9t
The Fairfax
201 E 69th Street, New York, NY 10065
https://streeteasy.com/building/the-fairfax
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43

41

The Trafalgar House
188 E 70th Street, New York, NY 10128
https://www.nynesting.com/building/trafalgar-house-0
Casa 74,
255 E 74th Street, New York, NY 10021
https://www.nynesting.com/building/casa-74

45

The Fairmont
300 E 75th Street, New York, NY 10021
https://streeteasy.com/property/1436373-the-fairmont-23l

46

The Siena
188 E 76th Street, New York, NY 10021
https://www.nynesting.com/building/siena

47

The Impala
404 E 76th Street, New York, NY 10021
https://streeteasy.com/property/860248-the-impala-8b

48

The Seville
300 E 77th Street, New York, NY 10075
https://streeteasy.com/building/the-seville/6b

49

The Pavilion
500 E 77th Street, New York, NY 10162
https://www.glenwoodnyc.com/properties/upper-east-side/the-pavilion/

50

Empire Condominiums
188 E 78th Street, New York, NY 10075
https://streeteasy.com/property/854769-the-empire-condominium-5d
Beckford House
301 E 81st Street, New York, NY 10028
https://www.beckfordresidences.com/amenities/tower-amenities#1/10
The Wimbledon
200 E 82nd Street, New York, NY 10028
https://www.thewimbledon.com/photogallery.aspx
The Brompton
205 E 85th Street, New York, NY 10028
https://www.nytimes.com/2016/05/10/nyregion/playrooms-that-are-more-frank-gehry-than-fisher-price.html

54
55
59

60

Park 86
103 E 86th Street, New York, NY 10028
https://streeteasy.com/building/103-east-86-street-new_york
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Appendix C

BIOPHILIC INTERIOR DESIGN MATRIX (BID-M)
Playroom #: _________________

Observer: _____________________________

Address: ______________________________
Biophilic Attribute
Environmental features
1

Color
Any type of color

2

Water
Any type of water

3

Air
Natural ventilation

4

Plants
Actual plants in any form (alive or once alive)

5

Animals
Actual animals in any form (alive or once alive)

6

Natural materials
Not artificially made and coming from the environment, e.g. wood, stone,
metal, and paper

7

Views and vista
Exterior views of natural features such as vegetation

8

Fire
Providing comfort and civilization when controlled with color, warmth, and
movement

Natural shapes and forms
9

Botanical motifs
Representations found in shapes, forms, and patterns of plants and vegetative
matter

10

Tree and columnar supports
Appearance or simulation of treelike shapes, especially rounded/columnar
supports

Place an X if
present
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11

Animal motifs
Representations of animals, e.g. animal forms, claws, and heads which may
be highly stylized

12

Shells and spirals
Invertebrate representations with the most common being shell and spiral
forms, bees and their hives, flies, butterflies, insects, spiders and their webs

13

Egg, oval, and tubular forms
Often used as design element details and seen in ornament and structural
purposes such as columns, molding, and fountains

14

Arches, vaults, and domes
Copying these forms found in nature for decorative or functional purposes,
including beehives, nests, shell forms, and cliffs often found in decorate and
functional purposes

15

Shapes resisting straight lines
Often sinuous, flowing and adaptive forces found in nature, nature features
rarely are revealed as straight lines or right angles

16

Simulation of natural features/biomorphy
A simulation rather than replication of natural form ornamentation or
decoration of imagined forms is vaguely reminiscent of those naturally found

17

Geomorphology
Replicating or embracing nearby geology or landscaping next to the building
into the interior

18

Biomimicry
A viewing of nature as a model; the imitation of functions found in nature
can include the shapes of both animals and plants but focuses on function
over replication of form

Natural patterns and processes
19

Sensory variability/information richness
The presence of variety of levels of visual complexity, light, sound, touch,
smell, and/or other sensory environmental conditions, for a sensuous and
intellectually challenging environment

20

Age, change, and the patina of time
Showing aging such as wear or growth particularly by organic forms like
wood but even inorganics like stone

21

Central focal point
A singular point of reference or interest in a space

22

Patterned wholes
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Variability united, variety becomes organized in a pattern, e.g. mosaic wall
art, tiling and flooring
23

Bounded spaces
A delineated space with clear boundaries, defined territories, and place
demarcations

24

Transitional space
A space providing access between spaces, including hallways, bridges, etc.

25

Linked series and chains
Connected spaces bring you from one space to another in a series

26

Integration of parts to wholes
Individual distinct components together create a greater whole, e.g. small
wood planks can make up a wood floor

27

Complementary contrasts
Blending of contrasting features or opposites, like light and dark, open and
closed, high and low

28

Dynamic balance and tension
Different or contrasting shapes, forms, and materials may foster a sense of
strength and durability, this blending of varying forces often produces a
quality of creative tension that makes static forms appear organic

29

Fractals
They appear similar from both near and far, implying that the degree of
irregularity and/or fragmentation is identical at all scales, mathematically
self-similar but not exact copies, like snowflakes and/or leaves of the same
trees

30

Hierarchically organized ratios and scales
Arithmetically or geometrically based, this can be seen in naturally occurring
patterns, e.g. golden ratio, golden sections, golden proportion, golden spiral,
and Fibonacci’s sequences (0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34…) such as the head
of a sunflower and the petals of an artichoke

Light and space
31

Natural light
Daylight/sunlight access

32

Filtered and diffused light
Modulated daylight, to reduce glare, e.g. blinds and shades

33

Light and shadow
Light and dark or shadowed spaces

34

Reflected light
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Light reflecting off surfaces such as light-colored walls, ceiling, and
reflective bodies like water and shiny surfaces, may provide sparkle
35

Light pools
Pools of connected light in a series (may include shadow) on a floor or wall
drawing you from one area to another

36

Warm light
Warmly lit areas feel secure and inviting; the warm glow, sunlight, or fire is
often surrounded by areas of darker spaces

37

Light as shape and form
Manipulated natural light to create aesthetic forms, e.g. light shaft

38

Spaciousness
Openness or large open space is often completed with sheltered areas
surrounding it

39

Spatial variability
Changes of light, mass, and scale such as ceiling heights, room widths, etc.
for visual variety in the definition of the space (hopefully balanced with unity
to create spatial harmony, see #41)

40

Space as shape and form
Space that is manipulated into form or shape

41

Spatial harmony
Harmony in a space is often seen in a unifying commonality among the
varied light, mass, and scale within a well-defined boundary

42

Inside-outside spaces
Interior spaces that appear connected to the outside environment, like
porches, foyers, and interior gardens

Place-based relationships
43

Geographic connection to place
Connecting the space to the geography of the site offers familiarity, e.g. use
of local features, sitting of the room, selection of views, etc.

44

Historic connection to place
Relation to past through the marking of the passage of time, linking the past
to present, fostering a cultures collection memory, e.g. historical images

45

Ecological connection to place
Connection to local, dominate ecological and/or biogeographical features of
the region, e.g. mountains, deserts, rivers, oceans

46

Cultural connection to place
Integrated history, geography, and ecology of an area, e.g. architectural
heritage of a people, particularly its treasured and distinctive vernacular
(local) forms

45
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47

Indigenous materials
Local or native materials

48

Landscape orientation/landscape features that define building form
The sitting of the interior for biometeorological conditions like sunlight, wind
direction, water drainage, etc. for integrating the building with the
environment/landscape that embellishes or defines the building or interior
design connects the interior to the exterior, e.g. falling water

Human-nature relationships
49

Prospect AND refuge
A place with the ability to survey the distance/a view of the entire space and a
place of protection/separated from spaciousness

50

Order AND complexity
A balance of structured organization with intricacy of detail that together
appears orderly, designs that meld order with complexity stimulate the desire
for variety in a controlled manner

51

Curiosity AND enticement
Spaces that elicit exploration, discovery, creativity, or mystery

52

Change and metamorphosis
Present in growth, maturation, and metamorphosis and see when one form or
state changes to another

TOTAL SCORE
/ 52
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Appendix D
PLAYROOM IMAGES

Playroom 1a
https://www.121e22nd.com

Playroom 1b
https://www.121e22nd.com

Playroom 1c
https://www.121e22nd.com

Playroom 2
http://www.the-gorod.com/one-madison-park-listershaven/

Playroom 3
https://madisonsquareparktower.com/condominiumswith-amenities

Playroom 4
https://www.equityapartments.com/new-yorkcity/nomad/prism-at-park-avenue-south-apartments

Playroom 5
https://brownstonebrooklyn.evrealestate.com/ListingDe
tails/11-East-29th-Street-24-C-New-York-NY10016/OLRS-1846706

Playroom 6
https://streeteasy.com/building/the-futurecondominium
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Playroom 7
https://www.theanthemny.com/home_page_boxs/box-2/

Playroom 8
https://www.linecity.com/listing/1106414/View-34401-East-34th-Street-Murray-Hill-Manhattan-NY-Rent

Playroom 9a
https://carinigroup.com/murray-hill/coop-for-sale/160east-38th-street-17g/895734/RLS

Playroom 9b
R New York.
https://carinigroup.com/murray-hill/coop-for-sale/160east-38th-street-17g/895734/RLS

Playroom 10
https://propertyclub.nyc/building/the-corinthian

Playroom 11a
https://house39.com/amenities

Playroom 11b
https://www.calibernyc.com/buildings/225-east-39thstreet-house39/apartment/5654,

Playroom 12
https://www.glenwoodnyc.com/properties/midtowneast/paramount-tower/
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Playroom 13
https://www.equityapartments.com/new-yorkcity/gramercy-park-murray-hill/murray-hill-towerapartments

Playroom 14
https://www.bambergergroup.com/the-highpoint

Playroom 15a
https://www.glenwoodnyc.com/properties/midtowneast/the-belmont/

Playroom 15b
https://www.glenwoodnyc.com/properties/midtowneast/the-belmont/

Playroom 16
https://50unp.com/amenities/

Playroom 18a
http://dagcondo.com/about

Playroom 18b
http://dagcondo.com/about

Playroom 20
https://www.halstead.com/sale/ny/manhattan/midtowneast/415-east-52nd-street/coop/19712829
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Playroom 21
https://streeteasy.com/building/the-veneto

Playroom 22
https://streeteasy.com/building/oriana-at-river-tower

Playroom 23
https://www.transparentcity.co/buildings/833-thebristol

Playroom 25a
https://252e57.com/

Playroom 25b
https://streeteasy.com/property/9086979-aalto57-1065second-avenue-20e

Playroom 26
https://www.stonehengenyc.com/buildings/stonehenge57

Playroom 27
https://letriompheapts.com/amenities

Playroom 28a
https://streeteasy.com/building/bridge-tower-place
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Playroom 28b
https://streeteasy.com/building/bridge-tower-place

Playroom 29
https://www.nynesting.com/building/savoy

Playroom 31
http://www.200e62ny.com/amenities

Playroom 33
https://housing.weill.cornell.edu/our-buildings/suttonterrace

Playroom 35a
https://www.modernspacesnyc.com/listing/220-east65th-street-unit-20g/

Playroom 35b
https://www.modernspacesnyc.com/listing/220-east65th-street-unit-20g/

Playroom 36a
Altman, J. S. (Photographer).
https://streeteasy.com/property/1171469-manhattanhouse-d1606

Playroom 36b
Altman, J. S. (Photographer).
https://www.nytimes.com/2009/10/04/realestate/04play
room.html
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Playroom 36c
Altman, J. S. (Photographer)
https://www.nytimes.com/2009/10/04/realestate/04play
room.html

Playroom 36d
Altman, J. S. (Photographer).
https://www.nytimes.com/2009/10/04/realestate/04play
room.html

Playroom 37
https://www.christiesrealestate.com/sales/detail/170-l83612-f1809110241700002/400-east-67th-street-15-cupper-east-side-new-york-ny-10065

Playroom 38
https://streeteasy.com/property/1609132-315-east-68street-9t

Playroom 39a
https://streeteasy.com/building/the-fairfax

Playroom 39b
https://streeteasy.com/building/the-fairfax

Playroom 39c
https://streeteasy.com/building/the-fairfax

Playroom 40a
https://www.nynesting.com/building/trafalgar-house-0
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Playroom 40b
https://www.nynesting.com/building/trafalgar-house-0

Playroom 43
https://www.nynesting.com/building/casa-74

Playroom 45a
https://streeteasy.com/property/1436373-the-fairmont23l

Playroom 45b
https://streeteasy.com/property/1436373-the-fairmont23l

Playroom 45c
https://streeteasy.com/property/1436373-the-fairmont23l

Playroom 45d
https://streeteasy.com/property/1436373-the-fairmont23l

Playroom 46a
https://www.nynesting.com/building/siena

Playroom 46b
https://streeteasy.com/property/854645-the-siena-12a
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Playroom 47
https://streeteasy.com/property/860248-the-impala-8b

Playroom 48
https://www.corcoran.com/nyc-real-estate/forsale/upper-east-side/300-east-77th-street-6-b/5955944

Playroom 49
https://www.glenwoodnyc.com/properties/upper-eastside/the-pavilion/

Playroom 50
https://streeteasy.com/property/854769-the-empirecondominium-5d

Playroom 54
https://www.beckfordresidences.com/amenities/toweramenities#1/10

Playroom 55
https://www.thewimbledon.com/photogallery.aspx

Playroom 59
https://www.nytimes.com/2016/05/10/nyregion/playroo
ms-that-are-more-frank-gehry-than-fisher-price.html

Playroom 60
https://streeteasy.com/building/103-east-86-streetnew_york
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Appendix E

Table 3
Descriptive Statistics of Playrooms Categorized by Zip Code
Range
Zip Code

N

M (SD)

95% CI

Minimum

Maximum

10010

3

20.67(4.56)

[9.345, 31.988]

15.75

24.75

10016

7

15.89(3.59)

[12.580, 19.205]

10.50

22.25

10017

2

14.12 (5.48)

[-35.111, 63.361]

10.25

18.00

10021

2

22.87 (4.42)

[-16.831, 62.582]

19.75

26.00

10022

6

11.50 (1.04)

[10.412, 12.588]

9.50

12.25

10028

2

25.12 (6.19)

[-30.465, 80.715]

20.75

29.50

10065

7

15.071 (4.95)

[10.494, 19.649]

9.25

25.00

10075

2

13.62 (6.89)

[-48.318, 75.568]

8.75

18.50

10128

1

14.00(0)

-

14.00

14.00

10162

1

15.25(0)

-

15.25

15.25

Total

33

16.01

[14.152, 17.878]

8.75

29.50

Note. F(3,9) = 3.000, p = 0.016.
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